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An effective collision frequency v ( E )  for electrons and ions, which described the absorption of intense 
radiation with a frequency which exceeds the Langmuir frequency, is found. The amplitude of the electron 
oscillation velocity uE in the radiation field is assumed to exceed the electron thermal velocity v,. Under these 
conditions, when the parameter Ze2/fivE of the quantum-mechanical perturbation theory exceeds unity and 
the energy &I of the radiation quantum is less than the electron thermal energy xT, some simple asymptotic 
classical formulas are derived for the dependence of v ( E )  on the radiation frequency and intensity. The role of 
quantum effects is studied in the case when at least one of the inequalities, &I > x T  or Ze2/fivE < 1, is 
fulfilled. Some qualitatively new quantum effects are deduced for linearly polarized radiation in the ranges 
fiv, >Ze2>fivr and fivE > ze2> li(&I/m)"2 for linearly polarized radiation and in the range 
ZeZ > fivE, &J > x T  for linearly and circularly polarized radiation. These effects, together with the classical 
dependences derived by us and with the extreme quantum dependences known previously (which hold for 
Our >Ze2 and 0 ( 0 0 / m ) " 2  >Ze2) complete the development of the asymptotic theory of absorption of high 
frequency radiation in a plasma. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Sq, 52.25.Ps, 12.20.D~ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The absorption of electromagnetic radiation in collis- 
ions of electrons and ions in a fully ionized plasma has 
been attracting the attention of many investigators. The 
theory of this phenomenon i s  to a certain degree fully 
developed in the case of low radiation intensity, when 
the velocity of the oscillations of the electron in the 
electric field uE=eE/mw ( - e  i s  the charge and rn is the 
mass of the electron, w i s  the frequency of electromag- 
netic radiation) i s  small compared with the thermal 
velocity uT= ( x ~ / r n Y ' ~  (x i s  Boltzmann's constant and T 
i s  the electron temperature) (see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2). 
The situation is different when uE>>uT. In fact, even 
though the investigation of absorption of intense radia- 
tion was started quite long this research i s  at 
present still incomplete. To explain this statement and 
justify the need for constructing the theory expounded 
below, of absorption of high-frequency intense electro- 
magnetic radiation, let us discuss briefly the main re- 
sults of the studies made in this direction and compare 
them with the results of the present investigation. 

A kinetic equation was previously f ~ r m u l a t e d , ~ ' ~  de- 
scribing the dissipative phenomena in a plasma under 
conditions when the strong electric field alters the elec- 
tron trajectories enough to cause a substantial change in 
the electron-ion collisions. The use of such a kinetic 
equation has made i t  possibles (see also Ref. 7) to con- 
struct, under strong-field conditions v, >> u,, a nonlin- 
e a r  theory of high-frequency plasma conductivity. In 
the field of a circularly polarized wave, this conductiv- 
ity i s  independent of the time and i s  inversely propor- 
tional to u i ,  which corresponds to the similar depen- 
dence of the frequency of the electron-ion collisions on 
the velocity u,. For a field with another polarization, 
the nonlinear conductivity of the plasma depends on the 
time, and this corresponds to collision-induced genera- 
tion of radiation harmonics. ' For  that part of the conduc- 
tivity which describes the heating of electrons by non- 

circularly-polarized radiation, the nonlinear dependence 
on the radiation field i s  characterized by the law 
A ( E ) ~ ~ ~ l n ( u , / v , ) . ~  We note that the theory of absorption 
of intense radiation based on the kinetic equation3 i s  for 
the most part  classical, and takes quantum effects into 
account only through some arbitrary functional depen- 
dence of the minimum impact distance that determines 
the form of the Coulomb logarithm (E). 

Another inherently quantum trend of research i s  con- 
nected with the use of the inverse bremsstrahlung of an 
electron moving with a certain initial velocity v, in the 
field of a strong electromagnetic wave and in the field of 
an ion.5. 8-12 Rand5 observed for  the case v, l v ,  a non- 
linear dependence of the inverse-bremsstrahlung cross  
section o - E-3, corresponding to the Rutherford law of 
scattering of charged particles. A similar problem was 
c o n ~ i d e r e d ~ ' ~  in  connection with the calculation of multi- 
quantum cross  sections of inverse bremsstrahlung ab- 
sorption by an electron a t  an arbitrary relative orienta- 
tion of v, and v,. A calculation of the total absorption 
cross  section with the aid of multiquantum cross  sec- 
tions was undertaken by PerPo and Elyutin," who gen- 
eralized Rand's results5 to the case of parallel v, and 
v,. Bunkin et a1.12 discussed the relation between the 
kinetic theory of absorption of intense radiation and the 
multiphoton quantum-mechanical approach, and traced 
the correspondence between the two. 

When discussing the theory of absorption of intense 
radiation in a plasma, one must remember parametric 
instabilities.13 Therefore an experimental investigation 
of this absorption (see, e.g., Ref. 14) calls, to prevent 
plasma heating, for the use of first, relatively short 
pulses (cf. Ref. 6) and second, for frequencies higher 
than the electron Langmuir frequency (w >>w,), when 
the conditions for the development of parametric insta- 
bilities a re  less  fa~orable. '~- '~ It i s  this last case of 
high frequencies which seems to us insufficiently inves- 
tigated a t  present. 
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The kinetic theory of Ref. 6 in the classical region 

(E is Planck's constant, Ze i s  the ion charge) describes 
the absorption of intense radiation in the high-frequency 
case (w>> w,). The general expressions obtained for 
the high-frequency case in that reference, however, 
were not given in detail, although tables of the collision 
frequencies were presented. In Ref. 15 a re  given nu- 
merical results only for a narrow frequency region w - w,. A classical theory of high-frequency absorption 
was constructed in  a number of papers.16-l8 Pert? ob- 
tained for the absorption coefficient of linearly polari- 
ized radiation an expression (33), which i s  similar to 
the classical expression6: 

(where Y,,, and Y,,,,, are  the maximum and minimum im- 
pact distances), but the values of Y,,, and r,,,,, were in- 
correctly determined in his paper. The equation ob- 
tained in Ref. 17 (see also Ref. 18) for the effective fre- 
quency of collisions of electrons with ions in an intense 
radiation field i s  likewise inaccurate, since i t  does not 
include principal terms that contain products of two 
large logarithms and a re  typical of the case, considered 
in Ref. 17, of absorption of linearly polarized radiation 
[cf. Refs. 5-7, 10-12, and 16; see  also Eqs. (4.4) and 
(4.9) below]. 

At high electromagnetic-radiation intensities, when 
Ev, > Ze2, quantum effects a re  significant. The quantum 
theory of absorption of intense high-frequency (w >> w,) 
radiation by a plasma was considered by many workers. 
Thus, in Refs. 19-21 there were obtained general quan- 
tum-mechanical formulas for the coefficient of radiation 
absorption due to pair collisions of particles. In these 
papers, however, only partial multiphoton absorption co- 
efficients K,, s=l ,  2,. . . (s i s  the number of absorbed 
photons) were investigated in detail; the total absorption 
coefficient 

was not calculated. 

The problem of the quantum-mechanical calculation of 
the total absorption coefficient for  radiation in  a plasma 
was solved in a number of  paper^'.^'^^-^' (see also Refs. 
10 and 11). In these papers, the absorption theory was 
developed in a distinct quantum limit, when the absorp- 
tion energy i s  independent of the minimum impact pa- 
rameter defined in accordance with the classical mech- 
anics. 

The foregoing analysis of the theory of absorption of 
intense radiation reveals the purpose of the present in- 
vestigation, consisting in a detailed study of absorption 
of high-frequency radiation (o  >> w,) in a case of prac- 
tical importance, that of radiation intensities and fre- 
quencies that can be treated by classical theory, when 
Eo<nT,  tiv, < Ze2,  a s  well a s  consideration of the quan- 
tum theory of absorption under the conditions (4.5 ), 
(4.12), and Rw>xT, when the absorption depends on the 
classical minimal impact parameter. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS OF QUANTUM 
THEORY OF ABSORPTION 

From the methodological point of view, the approach 
described below supplements the classical approach of 
Ref. 6, inasmuch a s  our analysis is based on the quan- 
tum equation for the single-particle density matrix 
fp: 

Here 

are the eigenvalues of the single-particle operator of the 
Hamiltonian of the electron in an external electromagne- 
tic field with a vector potential A(t), and 6 i s  the opera- 
tor  of the energy of the interaction of the electron with 
the ion. We assume the ions to be immobile, an as-  
sumption justified by the smallness of the ratio of the 
electron and ion masses, and also neglect the interac- 
tion between the electrons, which lead in particular to 
dynamic polarization of the plasma. The last assump- 
tion i s  justified because our purpose i s  to consider ra- 
diation frequencies much higher than the plasma frequen- 
cy. 

Bearing i t  in mind that the influence of the electric 
field of the radiation on the motion of the electron in the 
field of the ion i s  significant only under conditions of 
weak interaction of the electron with th'e ion, we can use 
the solution obtained for Eq. (2.1) by perturbation theory. 
In the zeroth approximation in the interaction of the elec- 
tron with the ion, fkqL(t) i s  diagonal, with diagonal ele- 
ments n, that represent the number of electrons in the 
state p. According to (2.1), anp/at=0, i.e., the canoni- 
cal-momentum distribution function does not depend ex- 
plicitly on the time, and for the Maxwellian distribution 
considered below it  i s  given by 

where N,  i s  the electron density. The first-approxima- 
tion correction is of the form 

We have used here the initial condition customarily em- 
ployed in scattering theory, but the interaction was adia- 
batically turned on in the infinite past. 

Finally, we write down an equation that will be needed 
later on and determines the diagonal elements of the 
second-approximation correction 

For a plasma interacting with a spatially inhomogene- 
ous high-frequency field we have the following expres- 
sion for the electric current: 
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This expression can be used to determine the work per- 
formed by the electric field on the electrons colliding 
with an ion, averaged over the period of the radiation 
field, 

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) jointly with (2.3) enable us to 
write down a general expression for the heat Q released 
per  unit volume of the plasma under the influence of the 
radiation field a s  a result of the collisions of the elec- 
trons with the ions. We assume here that the ions a re  
distributed, with a density N,, uniformly over the vol- 
ume V and that they scatter the electrons independently. 
Then, recognizing that E=- c-l%A/at, we have 

dtr j atu [ p + f ~ ( t ) ]  $ (nD*-np)  
D - x  -io p,p .  

The matrix element of the energy operator L?=- Ze2/r 
of the Coulomb interaction of the electron with the ion 
i s  given by 

Using (2.7) a s  well a s  

we write down (2.6) in the form 

In the case of a Maxwellian electron-momentum distri- 
bution we get from (2.8) 

f i  kz ek " 
x i n  ( ) i n  [ A - V )  , (2 -9) 

1 ' - 1  

where v,= ( x ~ / r n y ~ .  

We consider hereafter the absorption of linearly po- 
larized radiation E,(t)=Ecoswt and of circularly polar- 
ized radiation 

E. ( t )  = (i cos o t - j  sin o t )  ~ l f i ,  

where i l  j a r e  unit vectors. In these cases  we have 
from (2.9) (cf. Ref. 28) 

where 

vE=eE/mw, q , ( k ,  v , )  =kvE, cp.(k, ~ ~ ) = 2 - ~ ' * v ~ ( k ~ ~ + k y Z ) ' ~ .  

Equation (2.10) yields 

where ~ ( E ) = 1 6 Z ~ e ~ N , r n - ~ u , ~ R ~  i s  the effective collision 
frequency, 

2mvE ' dt rp-'('' dk R Rk' 1 
- J r J d ~ J E s i n ( 2 T ~ ) e x p ( - l - k a v T ' r ' )  

f i o  0 0 

n/z 

,y, ( x )  = X - 1  sinz, S. ( x )  = j d e  sin 8 cos ( 2 - ' " ~  sin 8) ; p=l, s. 
0 

Let us explain the meaning of the limits of integration 
with respect to k in  (2.12). First ,  since in the high-fre- 
quency case w>> w, considered by us, the effect of dy- 
namic polarizability of the plasma i s  insignificant, the 
lower limit i s  assumed equal to zero and not to the re- 
ciprocal Debye radius r,, a s  is done in the theory of low- 
frequency absorption (w<<w,) (see, e.g., Ref. 1). Sec- 
ond, we introduce the upper limit of integration r;' (t) ,  
corresponding to restriction of the perturbation theory 
which was used in the derivation of (2.12) and which i s  
not suitable when the distance between the electron and 
the ion becomes smaller than r,(t). According to Ref. 6 
we have in the cases of interest to us 

We shall obtain below explicit expressions for R, as a 
function1) of w and v,. 

3. ABSORPTION OF CIRCULARLY POLARlZED 
RADIATION 

In this section we consider concrete consequences of 
Eq. (2.12) in the limit of a strong electric field v, >>v,. 
We indicate first  of all that if we assume ril(t)=* in 
(2.1 2), then we get directly the results of the theory of 
the distinct quantum limit investigated in Refs. 25 and 
26. On the contrary, there has not been a sufficient , 

study of the theoretically more complicated manifesta- 
tion of the classical restriction imposed on theperturba- 
tion theory by the finite value of r;'(t). It i s  precisely 
on an exposition of results pertaining to this case that 
we shall focus our attention below. 

We turn to the simple case of circular polarization, 
when rs does not depend on the time, and r,=4Zez/rnv~. 
Then (2.12) yields 

where 
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Since Y, i s  determined accurate to a numerical factor, 
it suffices to consider the quantity R,(v,) with logarithmic 
accuracy. We recognize in this connection that when inte- 
gratingwith respect to 7 we can use in expressions (3.1) 
and (3.2) the approximationz) sin(w~/2) = w7/2. Next, in 
the limit of a strong fieldwe can neglect the dependence of 
R,(v,) onv,, since the quantity 

(kuE.r/2'q -' sin (kv,r/?13 

causes the integrand of (3.1) to vanish rapidly at kvE7/ 
21h > 1. We then obtain with logarithmic accuracy 

We shall be interested in the case when the amplitude 
v,/o of the electron oscillations i s  large compared with 
r,. We note that in the opposite limit (Y, >>v,/w) the in- 
fluence of the electric field on the collisions can be dis- 
regarded. 

Accordirg to (3.3), integration over the region y > 1 
leads to an insignificant contribution to R,, and integra- 
tion over the region y < l yields a large logarithm only 
if the argument of at least one integral cosine i s  small 
compared with unity. Then, using the asymptotic form 
Ci ( x )  = lnr, we get for R, 

We proceed now to R,(v,). Noting that 2 m >  WT for all 
rial, we expand in (3.2) the function that depends on 2m 
+ o r  in a series in w7, retainirg the zeroth and first 
terms of the series. Then the integral with respect to T 

of the zeroth term of the series i s  zero, and that of the 
first  term of the series 

where q(x)is  equaltounity at xaO and to zero at x<O. 
At the same time, in accordance with the Euler-Maclau- 
rin formula, the summation in (3.2) reduces to the fol- 
lowing (cf. Ref. 25): 

dlankvr sin ( h k k l m o )  + -1- - [ ( o )'I hk%/mw (3.7) 

It follows from (3.6) and' (3.7) that the logarithmic con- 
tribution to R2(vE) stems only from the integration over 
the region 

when 

From this we get 

Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.9)-(3.11) permit a com- 
plete description of the absorption of a circularly polar- 
ized wave in all those cases when the Landau logarith- 
mic approximation i s  sufficient for the determination of 
the effective collision frequency. In the limit when the 
de Broglie wavelength %/mu, of the electron i s  large 
compared with the classical impact parameter Y,, Eqs. 
(3.5), (3.9), and (3.10) lead to the results of the quantum 
theory of a b s ~ r p t i o n ~ ~ ' ~ '  (see also Refs. 10 and 11): 

We note here that in the paper of Seely and Harris23 no 
logarithmic dependence of the effective collision frequen- 
cy on the field was revealed, thus contradicting the re- 
sults of Shima and  atom," of Karapetyan," as  well as  
our own results. 

In the opposite limit, when Y, i s  less than A/mv,, i.e., 
Zea<<KvB, Eqs. (3.4) and (3.9)-(3.11) yield 

X Ur h o  '1. ~r 

2% o r ,  01 
(3.14) U . > V ~ > ( ~ )  , - > r s  >-; r n u ~  

Equation (3.14) generalizes the asymptotic result! to in- 
clude the region of high frequencies (w >> wL) in such a 
way that the maximum impact parameter i s  not the De- 
bye radius but v,/o, the distance traversed by the 
thermal electron during one period of the field. 

Our other result (3.15) goes over, with decreasing ra- 
diation frequency, at o < w, into the expression 

which differs from that previously knowne in that under 
the conditions KwL >>uT the maximum impact parameter 
i s  determined by the characteristic velocity (~w,/mY/~, 
and not by the thermal velocity of the electrons. One 
other result for R,(v,), which will be useful later, fol- 
lows from (3.4) and (3.11) under the conditions 

when we have with logarithmic accuracy 

Considering the absorption of circularly polarized ra- 
diation, we present asymptotic results, which will be 
needed later (Sec. 4), for R,(v,) in a weak electric field, 
when in the essential region of integration with respect 
to k and T we can assume that 
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[see (3.1) and (3.2)]. We then have 

In analogy with the case of a strong field (v, >> v,), 
when we were interested in  the absorption of the radia- 
tion at v,/w>>r,, we investigate expression (3.17) under 
the conditions 

mas [ u , / o ,  ( t i / m w ) " ]  >r, .  

We emphasize that under conditions not discussed by 
us, when the minimum impact parameter turns out to be 
not small, 

the assumption of the small change of the momentum of 
the scattered particles does not hold. This leads auto- 
matically to suppression of the absorp t i~n . "~  

We consider f i rs t  the case xT>>Pzw. If the de Broglie 
wavelength of the electron i n  the weak field R/mv, i s  
less  than r,, then Eq. (3.17) yields the known result of 
the kinetic theory of rapidly alternating p r ~ c e s s e s ' ' ~ ' ~ :  

Also in the limit uT>>Ww, but Pz/mv,>>r,, when the up- 
per limit of the integral with respect to k in (3.17) can 
be regarded a s  infinite, we have 

( 2 n ) "  us a 4 x T  
R . ( u . ) = - ( _ )  ln - .  u r ~ u . .  l r B 9 > r s  (3.19) 

12 iio o mu, 

In the opposite case IZw >> x T ,  the condition under 
which Y, can be neglected takes the form (~/mw)'/~>> Y,, 

according to which we obtain from (3.17) (see Ref. 25) 

Bearing in mind the assumption we made when writing 
down (3.17) 

(2'"kuE/w) sin ( w r / 2 ) < l ,  

Eq. (3.20) should be used if v, << (riw/m)lh. 

4. ABSORPTION OF LINEARLY POLARIZED 
RADIATION 

We pmceed now to consider the results pertaining to 
the theoretically more complicated case of linear po- 
larization of the field. We shall use hereafter the fol- 
lowing representation of R,,  obtained with the aid of 
(2.12): 

2% U / Z @  o dt 
R - - R, ( 2 ' " ~ ~  sin w t )  . 

sinwt 

Bearing in  mind that the classical minimum impact 
parameter r, ( t )  i s  determined accurate to a numerical 
factor of the order  of unity, we confine ourselves in the 
discussion of R ,  to only the terms of highest order, 
which contain pmducts of two large logarithms. The re- 
sults corresponding to this calculation accuracy follow 
directly from (4.1) if we use for R , ( ~ ' ~ V ,  sinwt) the 
asymptotic equations obtained in Sec. 3. The limits of 

the applicability of the approximate equations (3.12)- 
(3.16), (3.18)- (3.20) for R,(v,) then determine the cor- 
responding limits of the regions of integration with re- 
spect to t in (4.1). 

In analogy with the weak-field absorption theory re- 
stricted by the Landau logarithmic approximation, we 
assume first  that the distance traversed by a thermal 
electron during one period of the field i s  large compared 
with Ze2/uT: 

We consider f irst  of al l  the classical limit of Eq. (4.1), 
which i s  realized under the conditions 

when only the classical asymptotic forms of R,(v,) 
should be used in  the calculation of the integral (4.1). In 
addition, the condition (4.2) makes the asymptotic form 
(3.14) convenient for arbitrary 2'/*vEsinwt > v,, while Eq. 
(3.18) can be used at ~ ,>2~/~v,s inwt .  We then have 

We emphasize that the appearance of doubly logarithmic 
expressions corresponds in accordance with Ref. 6 to a 
possible vanishing of the velocity of the electron oscilla- 
tions in  a linearly polarized electric field. In the limit 
of radiation frequencies lower than the electron plasma 
frequency (w << wL), when the maximum impact parame- 
t e r  i s  the Debye radius r,, expression (4.4) goes over 
into (cf. Ref. 6) 

Comparing the classical (non-quantum) Eq. (4.4) with 
the results  of others, we note first  of all that our Eq. 
(4.4) differs qualitatively from the result of Ref. 17 [see 
Eq. (4.8) of Ref. 17 a s  well a s  Eq. (45.9) of Ref, 181, in 
which the products of the two large logarithms were 
completely lost. The doubly logarithmic expressions 

which determine the absorption coefficient were obtain- 
ed by Pert.'' In contrast to our  result (4.4), Per t  pro- 
poses to use 

These prescriptions by Per t  a r e  due to an  inconsistent 
treatment of the motion of the electron in  a strong elec- 
t r ic  field when scattered through small angles in the 
field of an ion. 

We now turn to the quantum consequences of Eq. (4.1). 
In the limit Ev, > Ze2 the quantum theory of absorption 
i n  a fully ionized plasma was developed i n  a number of 
papers (see Refs. 10-12,22, 24-27). At the same time, 
no attention was paid to the peculiar quantum region 
that i s  realized only in the case of a strong field when 
the following inequalities a r e  satisfied: 

These conditions correspond to a plasma with a tempera- 
ture lower than several dozen electron volts, and at 
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large Z lower than hundreds of electron volts, whereas 
in  the theory of absorption of a weak electromagnetic 
field the classical (non-quantum) expression for the 
Coulomb logarithm holdslS2 [see Eq. (3.18)]. We note 
here that simultaneous satisfaction of the inequality (4.2) 
and the right-hand inequality (4.5) yields uT>>Ww. It 
then follows from (4.1), in accord with the results 
(3.13), (3.14), and (3.18), that 

ux muEurZ 1 hu, 
Rl=ln-In--- ln2- 

ur ZeZo Zez 
1 ~ U E U T  1 Ze' 

=--ln- , :'( In- ,, +I.- --lnz-. 
:oT) 2 bur 

In the region of higher electron temperatures, when in 
addition to condition u T >> Ew the inequality EvLv, >> Ze2 i s  
also satisfied, in  accordance with (3.13) and (3.19), we 
obtain from (4.1) the known  result^^'^': 

At the boundaries of the region (4.5), expression (4.6) 
goes over respectively into (4.4) and (4.7). From Fig. 1, 
which shows the dependence R ,  on Ze2/E, i t  i s  seen that 
i n  the region (4.5) the absorption i s  lower than those val- 
ues obtained when Eqs. (4.4) and (4.7) a re  continued into 
this region. 

In reporting our results that describe the absorption 
of strong linearly polarized radiation, we now forgo the 
assumption (4.2) and postulate in i t s  place satisfaction 
of the inequalities 

The classical limit of (4.1) corresponding to the con- 
ditions (4.8) i s  realized in the limit of (4.3) and at x T  
>>Ew. Under these conditions, remembering that in  ac- 
cordance with the remark made a t  the end of Sec. 3 the 
contribution of the region of large momentum transfers 
is negligible, so that integration over values of T for 
which 

r, ( t )  >max (v , lo ,  fio-'uE sin o t )  , 

leads to an inessential contribution to R,, and using the 
asymptotic expressions (3.14) and (3.16), we obtain 

1 mv,ux2 
R, = -1n'- 

4 Ze'o ' 
(4.9) 

In Fig. 1 the region where formula (4.9) i s  realized 
correspond to the outer-most right-hand section of the 
curve. Obviously, at Ze2/ti - v,(mv;/Ew) the logarithm 
i n  Eq. (4.9) becomes small, corresponding to the ab- 
sence of a doubly logarithmic dependence on Fig. 1 at 
large Ze2/E. 

One more case corresponding to the inequalities (4.8) 
takes place if the condition (4.5) i s  satisfied i n  place of 
(4.3). Such conditions can be realized when 

R ,  i s  then determined in  analogy with (4.9), but the in- 
terval of integration with respect to t i s  broken up into 
two : 

(Ze'o/muruE')"<ot<Ze2/hu~, Ze21hvECotCn/2, 

in  which i t  i s  necessary to use respectively the asymp- 

FIG. 1. Dependence of the function R ,  on 2ez / t i  under the  con- 
ditions vTxT/tiu >> vE>>vT. 

totic relations (3.14) and (3.13). We then have 

Figure 2 shows the se t  of the doubly logarithmic rela- 
tions that a r e  realized under the conditions 

u E ~ v , x T / h w B  (ho/m)%. 

The left-hand horizontal section, just a s  in  Fig. 1,  cor- 
responds to Eq. (4.7). In analogy with Fig. 1, this curve 
with that described by Eq. (4.6). However, a t  

Eq. (4.6) goes over into (4.101, which subsequently 
merges with (4.9) in accordance with .Fig. 2. 

We have discussed so far  absorption under conditions 
when the energy Ew of the emission photon i s  much low- 
e r  than the energy x T  of the thermal motion of the elec- 
trons. It i s  c lear  a t  the same time that the quantum ef- 
fects in absorption should manifest themselves most pro- 
nouncedly in  the opposite limit, fiw >>% T. We proceed 
now to an examination of the features of the absorption 
in this limit. We assume everywhere hereafter that the 
amplitude v, of the electron oscillation velocity in the 
radiation field i s  large not only compared with thermal 
velocity of the electrons, but also exceeds the velocity 
(~w/m)' /~ determined by the energy of the emission pho- 
ton: v,>> (~w/m)' /~.  We note first  of all that at suffi- 
ciently high frequencies, corresponding to photon ener- 
gies that a r e  large compared with the ionization energy 

FIG. 2. Dependence of the function R ,  on2e2/l t  under the  condi- 
t ions v, >>vTxT/tiw >>(E w/,)lI2. 
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Aw>> Z'e4mT-2, if allowance i s  made for the insignifi- 
cant contribution made to R ,  by the integration with re- 
spect to t, for which ( ~ ~ / m y ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~  sinwt [see (3.20) 
and the remark at the end of Sec. 31, then Eq. (4.1) 
yields the known quantum-mechanical r e ~ u l t ' ~ " ~  (see 
also Ref. 10): 

The appearance of effects due to the limits of appli- 
cability of perturbation theory at small momentum trans- 
fers it i s  possible at lower frequencies when [cf. (4.5)] 

Under these conditions, using the asymptotic forms 
(3.12) at 

and (3.6) at 

(Ze2wlmuE3)'"<cp< [Ze2w/muE2 (holm)'"]  ''I 

and neglecting the contribution made to R ,  by the region 

we get from (4.1) 
1 us R, =-InZ--- lnZ 

Ze' 
2 (hwlm)'" 4 fi(Aw/m)'" 
1 muE2(Rw/m)" 1 ZeZ 

= - lnZ -- InZ-. 
4 Zezw iiuE (4.13) 

On the boundaries of the region (4.12), Eq. (4.13) goes 
over at Ze2 -~(t iw/rn) '~ into the result (4.11), and at Ze2 
-Ev, it goes over into still another new result: 

Equation (4.14) i s  valid at 

and in analogy with (4.13) it  follows direction from (4.1). 
The only difference between the calculations and the 
case of (4.13) i s  that at Ze2>>PiuE the asymptotic form 
(3.15) is suitable for all 

We emphasize that there is no dependence on the 
thermal motion of the electrons in Eqs. (4.11 ), (4.13), 
and (4.14); this i s  due to satisfaction of the condition 
Piw>>xT. 

The regularities of the absorption at Piw >> x T  are illus- 
trated in Fig. 3. The left-hand horizontal section of the 
curve corresponds to (4.11), and then goes over into the 
curve described by Eq. (4.13) and finally, at still larger 
values of Ze2/E, i t  goes over into a curve described by 
Eq. (4.14), which i s  the boundary of the region of exis- 
tence of the doubly logarithmic approximation. 

All the results obtained by us on the absorption of high 
frequency (w > w,) radiation, both linearly and circular- 
ly polarized, are  easily generalize to the case of low 
frequencies (w< w,). To this end it  suffices to replace 

FIG. 3. Dependence of the function R, on 2e2/11under the condi- 
tions vE >>(Fiw/m)l12>> vT. 

w by w, in all the equations of Secs. 3 and 4. We note 
also that the results of the theory of absorption of low- 
frequency radiation follows directly from the general 
formula (2.12) if the lower limit of the integral with re- 
spect to k in the latter i s  assumed to be e ual to the ? smaller of the quanities r," and (mw,p)' 2. Introduc- 
tion into (2.12) of the minimal liinit of integration with 
respect to k corresponds to allowance for the effect of 
dynamic polarizability of the plasma at w< w,. 

The transition of the formulas for R, that are  valid at 
w > wL into the corresponding formulas in the region w 
< wL indicates that there i s  no increase in the absorption 
at w - wL. This conclusion agrees with the results of a 
numerical investigation of v@)," where i t  i s  shown that 
allowance for the dynamic polarizability of the plasma 
increases v(E) at w -wL only by numerical factor close 
to unity. We indicate in this connection that fhe recent- 
ly predicted2' anomalous increase of the absorption of 
intense radiation at w - w, does not correspond to real- 
ity. The error  of that paper lies in the neglect of the 
spatial dispersion of the dielectric constant in the short- 
wave region k - r ~ ' .  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Summarizing all the foregoing, we can state first of 
all that the results obtained even prior to our paper in 
the theory of absorption of linearly polarized high-fre- 
quency (w >>wL) strong electromagnetic field VE >BUT, 

(Piw/rr~)~~~ in a fully ionized plasma, under conditions 
when the dissipation i s  determined by the collisions, 
were correct in the very strongly pronounced quantum 
region [see Eqs. (4.7) and (4.11), which correspond to 
the results of Shima and YatomZ5 and of Karapetyanz6]. 
In the classical region, in place of the differ iz  results 
of Pert" and Klimontovich and Puchkov," who describ- 
ed the absorption of linearly polarized radiation, we ob- 
tained Eq. (4.4). The reason why Pert's resulp8 i s  in- 
correct i s  that he introduced in his theory arbitrary pro- 
cedures which do not follow directly from this theory." 
The result of Klimontovich and Puchkov17 i s  w r o x  be- 
cause of the cumbersome and physically unnecessary 
allowance for the dynamic polarizability, which prevent- 
ed them from observing our correct results (4.4), which 
actually follows also from the general formulas of the 
theory of Ref. 17. Another new result pertaining to the 
case of linear polarization and also corresponding to 
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classical mechanics of collitions (4.9) stems from the 
qualitative difference between the conditions for the in- 
teraction of charged particles in a strong field from 
those customarily realized. Namely, the result (4.9) 
pertains to the situation wherein the distance vT/w tra- 
versed by the thermal electron during one period of the 
field oscillation i s  large compared with the minimum, 
from the point of view of perturbation theory, impact 
parameter Ze2/nlv~, although u ,/a is simultaneously 
small compared with the usual minimal impact parame- 
t e r  Ze2/uT. Finally, even in the classical region we 
obtained for circularly polarized radiation the result 
(3.14), which generalizes the result of Ref. 6 to include 
high frequencies. 

For linearly polarized radiation, we obtained new re- 
sults in a region where the collisions of the charged 
particles obey quantum mechanics when, the condition 
Ze2 >Ev, i s  violated despite the satisfaction of the usual 
condition for the applicability of classical mechanics 
Ze2>EvT. Our formulas (4.6) and (4.10) have demon- 
strated the qualitative peculiarity of the new quantum- 
mechanical rules that are  obtained in this case. The 
quantum effects manifested themselves most strollgly 
in the limit when the energy Ew of the emission photon 
i s  larger than the energy u T  of the thermal motion of 
the electrons, when the absorbed energy does not de- 
pend on u T at all. Under these conditions, we obtained 
also the new equations (4.13) and (4.14) for linearly po- 
larized radiation and (3.15) for circular polarization. 
In particular, the result (3.15) supplements the known 
essentially quantum  result^^^'^ [see also (3.12) and 
(3.1311 with allowance for the dependence of R,  on the 
classical minimum impact parameter. 

Our asymptotic analysis was carried out in the case 
of circularly polarized radiation with logarithmic accur- 
acy, and in the case of linearly polarized radiation with 
accuracy limited by allowance for the products of large 
logarithms. It seems to us that this accuracy i s  suffi- 
cient at the present experimental state of the art. At 
the same time, the relative simplicity of the theory of 
high-frequency absorption offers promise of obtaining 
results with higher accuracy. 

"The use  of a minimal impact parameter  r, ( t )  that depends 
only on the t ime is justified by the smallness of the  t i e  of in- 
teraction of the electron with the  ion compared with the period 
of the radiation field. 

*'The discarded expansion t e r m s  s i n ( w ~ / 2 )  in the s e r i e s  in wr/ 

2 add a numerical factor of the order  of unity in t he  equations 
fo r  Rp under the logarithm sign. 
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